Awakening

"THAT'S HOW H I K E TO SEE A WOMAN"
It was autumn, and everything was turning loose. I was running errands
that afternoon. Rain had fallen earlier, but now the sun was out, shining
on the tiny beads of water that clung to trees and sidewalks. T h e whole
world seemed red and yellow and rinsed with light. I parked in front of
the drugstore where my daughter, Ann, fourteen, had an after-school
job. Leaping a puddle, I went inside.
I spotted her right away kneeling on the floor in the toothpaste section, stocking a bottom shelf. I was about to walk over and say hello
when I noticed two middle-aged men walking along the aisle toward
her. They looked like everybody's father. They had moussed hair, and
they wore knit sportshirts the color of Easter eggs, the kind of shirts
with tiny alligators sewn at the chest. It was a detail I would remember
later as having ironic symbolism.
My daughter did not see them coming. Kneeling on the floor, she was
intent on getting the boxes of Crest lined up evenly. The men stopped,
peering down at her. O n e man nudged the other. H e said, "Now that's
how I like to see a w o m a n — o n her knees."
The other man laughed.
Standing in the next aisle, I froze. I watched the expression that crept
into my daughters eyes as she looked up. 1 watched her chin drop and
her hair fall across her face.
Seeing her kneel at these mens feet while they laughed at her subordinate posture pierced me through.
For the previous couple of years I had been in the midst of a tumultuous awakening. I had been struggling to come to terms with my life as
a w o l l e n — i n my culture, my marriage, my faith, my church, and deep
inside myself It was a process not unlike the experience of conception
and labor. There had been a moment, many moments really, when truth
seized me and I "conceived" myself as woman. Or maybe I reconceived
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myself. At any rate, it had been extraordinary and surprising to find
m y S e l f — a conventionally religious woman in my late thirties—suddenly
struck pregnant with a new consciousness, with an unfolding new awareness of what it means to be a woman and what it means to be spiritual as
a woman.
Hard labor had followed. For months I'd inched along, but lately I'd
been stuck. I'd awakened enough to know that 1 couldnt go back to my
old way of being a woman, but the fear of going forward was paralyzing.
So I'd plodded along, trying to make room for the new consciousness
that was unfolding in my life but without really risking change.
I have a friend, a nurse on the obstetrical floor at a hospital, who says
that sometimes a woman's labor simply stalls. T h e contractions grow
weak, and the new life, now quite distressed, hangs precariously. T h e
day I walked into the drugstore, I was experiencing something like that.
A stalled awakening.
W h o knows, I may have stalled interminably if I had not seen my
daughter on her knees before those laughing men. I cannot to this day
explain why the sight of it hit me so forcibly. But to borrow Kafka's
image, it came íike an ice ax upon a frozen sea, and suddenly all my hesitancy was shattered. Just like that.
The mens laughter seemed to go on and on. I felt like a small animal
in the road, blinded by the light of a truck, knowing some terrible collision is coming but unable to move. I stared at my daughter on her knees
before these men and could not look away. Somehow she seemed more
than my daughter; she was my mother, my grandmother, and myself.
She was every woman ever b o m , bent and contained in a small, ageless
cameo that bore the truth about "a woman's place."
In the profile of my daughter I saw the suffering of women, the confining of the feminine to places of inferiority, and I experienced a collision of love and pain so great I had to reach for the counter to brace
myself.
This posture will not perpetuate itself in her life, I thought.
Still 1 didn't know what to do. W h e n I was growing up, if my mother
had told me once, she'd told me a thousand times, "If you can't say
something nice, d o n t say anything at all." I'd heard this from nearly
everybody. It was the kind of thing that got cross-stitched and hung in
kitchens all over my native South.
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I'd grown up to be a soft-voiced, sweet-mouthed woman who, no
matter how assailing the behavior before me or how much I disagreed
with it, responded nicely or else zip-locked my mouth shut. I had swallowed enough defiant, disputatious words in my life to fill a shelf of
books.
But it occurred to me that if I abandoned my daughter at that moment, if I simply walked away and was silent, the feminine spirit unfolding inside her might also become crouched and silent. Perhaps she
would learn the internal posture of being on her knees.
T h e men with their blithe joke had no idea they had tapped a reservoir of pain and defiance in me, it was rising now, unstoppable by any
earthly force.
I walked toward them. "I have something to say to you, and I want
you to hear it," I said.
They stopped laughing. Ann looked up.
"This is my daughter," I said, pointing to her, my finger shaking
with anger. "You may like to see her and other women on their knees,
but we d o n t belong there, We don't belong there!"
Ann rose to her feet. She glanced sideways at me, sheer amazement
spread over her face, then turned and faced the men. I could hear her
breath rise and fall with her chest as we stood there shoulder to shoulder, staring at their faces.
"Women," one of them said. They walked away, leaving Ann and me
staring at each other among the toothpaste and dental floss.
I smiled at her. She smiled back. And though we didn't say a word,
more was spoken between us in that moment than perhaps in our whole
lives.
I left the drugstore that day so internally jolted by the experience that
everything in me began to shift. I sat in the car feeling like a newborn,
dangled upside down and slapped.
Throughout my awakening, I'd grown increasingly aware of certain
attitudes that existed in our culture, a culture long dominated by men.
T h e men in the drugstore had mirrored one attitude in particular, that
l
of seeking power over another, of staying up by keeping others down.
Sitting in my car replaying my statement back to those men—that
women did not belong on their knees—I knew I had uttered my declaration of intent.
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That night Ann came to my room. I was sitting in bed reading. She
climbed up beside me and said, "Mama, about this afternoon in the
drugstore . . ."
"Yeah?"
"I just wanted to say, thanks."

CONCEIVING THE FEMININE SELF
Poet Maxine Kumin wrote, "When Sleeping Beauty wakes up, she is almost fifty years old." 1 I wasn't fifty when my awakening began, but I
was nearing forty. I'd lived just long enough for the bottom to start
falling out of my notions of womanhood.
it all started when I was thirty-eight, two years before I walked into
the drugstore. I was a fuíí-tíme writer, spending many hours immersed
in books. I lived in a nice house with a man I'd been married to for eighteen years, and we had two children, Bob and Ann, both in early adolescence. I went to church regularly and was involved in the social life of
the small, Southern town where we lived. The last thing I expected was
an encounter with feminist spirituality.
Feminist, W h a t a word to deal with. I felt a secret sympathy for the
underlying cause of feminism—what it might do for w o m e n — b u t I
was uncomfortable with the word, uncomfortable with the images it
carried. Overall, I'd kept a discreet distance from it. In fact, if there had
been a contest for Least Likely to Become a Feminist, I probably could
have made the finals on image alone.
But then one September night, I fell asleep and dreamed a momentous dream:

White sitting on the sand at the edge of the ocean. I am amazed to see that I am nine months
pregnant and starting tabor. I look around for help, but I am on an island by myself. Welt. I
think. I'll just have to deliver the baby mysetf. As the tabor begins, I rub my abdomen and
breathe deeply, i scoop up water as the waves ftow ashore and bathe my abdomen and face.
The pain comes and goes. Sometimes I cry and feel I might faint but then the pain subsides.
Finally I start to push. I give birth to a healthy baby girl. I hold her up. laughing with joy. I bring
her close and look into her eyes. I am shocked to see I have given birth to myself, that I am the
baby and the mother both.
I woke abruptly. You know how some dreams are so vivid you have
to spend a few moments after you wake assuring yourself it didn't really
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happen? That's how I felt, like I needed to look around in the sheets for
a newborn. I feit awed, like something of import and worthy of great
reverence had taken place.
For years I'd written down my dreams, believing, as Ï still do, that
one of the purest sources of knowledge about our lives comes from the
symbols and images deep within. So, being careful not to wake my husband, I slipped out of bed, crept through the darkness into my study,
and wrote down the dream.
At breakfast I took my tea to the patio and stared at the morning,
wondering about this baby girl who was myself. What new potential did
she represent? W h o would she grow up to be? The dream was a mystery
in many ways, but somehow I knew clearly thac it was about my life as a
woman.
Despite that realization, ic didn't quite sink iti that this dream was
signaling the beginning of a profound new journey. I didn't know then
that the child in the dream would turn my world upside down. That she
would eventually change every fundamental relationship in my life: my
way of being religious and spiritual, my way of being a woman in the
world, my marriage, my career, and my way of relating to other women,
to the earth, and even to myself.
At forty {or sometimes thirty or sixty), women grow ripe for feminist
spiritual conception. By then wjeVe been around long enough to grow
disenchanted with traditional female existence, with the religious experience women have been given to live out.
Nearing forty, I needed to rethink my life as a "man-made woman."
To rake hack mv soul. Gradually I began to see what I hadn't seen before,
to feel things that until then had never dared to enter my heart. I became
aware that as a woman I'd been on my knees my whole life and not really
known it. Most of all, I ached tor the woman in me who had not yet
been born, though 1 couldn't have told you then the reason for the ache.
When this disenchantment, this ripeness, begins, a woman's task is to
conceive herself. If she does, the spark of her awakening is struck. And if
she can give that awakening a tiny space in her life, it will develop into a
iufl-blown experience thai one day she will want to mark and celebrate.
Conception, labor, and birthing—metaphors thick with the image
and experiences ol women—offer a body parable of the process of awakening. T h e parable tells us things we need to know about the way awakening works—the slow, unfolding, sometimes hidden, always expanding
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nature of it, the inevitable queasiness, che need to nurture and attend to
what inhabits us, the uncertainty about the outcome, the fearful knowing that once we bring rhc new consciousness forth, our lives will never
be the same. It cells us that and more.
I've given birth to two children, but bringing them into the world
was a breeze compared to birthing myself as woman. Bringing forth a
true, instinctual, powerful woman who is rooted in her own feminine
center, who honors the sacredness of the feminine, and who speaks the
feminine language of her own soul is never easy. Neither is it always welcomed. I discovered that few people will rush over to tie a big pink bow
on your mailbox.
Yet there is no place so awake and alive as the edge of becoming. But
more than that, birthing the kind of woman who can authentically say,
"My soul is my own," and then embody it in her life, her spirituality,
and her community is worth the risk and hardship.
Today, eight years after my waking began, I realize that the women
who are bringing about this kind of new female life are brand new beings among us. I keep meeting them; I keep hearing their stories. They
confirm my own experience, that somewhere along the course of a
woman's life, usually when she has lived just long enough to see through
some of the cherished notions of femininity that culture holds out to
her, when she finally lets herself feel the limits and injustices of the
female life and admits how her own faith tradition has contributed to
that, when she at last stumbles in the dark hole made by the absence
of a Divine Feminine presence, then the extraordinary thing I've been
telling you about will happen. This woman will become pregnant with
herself, with the symbolic female-child who will, if given the chance,
grow up to reinvent the woman's life.
This female-child is the new potential we all have to become women
grounded in our own souls, women who discover the Sacred Feminine
way, women who let loose their strength. In the end we will reinvent
not only ourselves, but also religion and spirituality as they have been
handed down to us.
Nobel Prize-winning novelist Toni Morrison wrote of her charactcr
Pilate that "when she realized what her situation in the world was . . .
she threw away every assumption she had learned and began at zero." 2
With her new awareness, Pilate conceived herselfand birthed a new way
of being woman.

When my dream came, the potential to do the same rose up. Only it
would take a long time to shed my old assumptions and begin at zero.

mum

SLEEP

T h e dream left me with a vague kind of anticipation, a sense of restlessness. Two things happened as a result. First, I made plans to go away
two months later for a solitary retreat at a Benedictine monastery, which
I typically did when something was stirring inside. The second thing involved a journal.
Writing is not only my career, it's my compulsion. I keep voluminous
journals, normally beginning a new one each January, so ir was revealing
that soon after the dream, even though it was September, even though I
already had a nice journal with months of pages left, I went out and
bought a new one. I bought a pink one.
Many mornings throughout October, I sat by the windows in the
den before the children awoke, before my husband, Sandy, came in and
started the coffee ritual, I sat there thinking about my life as a woman.
So much of it had been spent trying to live up to the stereotypical
formula of what a woman should be—the Good Christian Woman, the
Good Wife, the Good Mother, the Good Daughter—pursuing those
things that have always been held out to women as ideals of femininity.
O n e morning I wrote about something that had happened several
months earlier. I'd been inducted into a group of women known as the
Gracious Ladies. I'm not exactly sure what the criteria was, except one
needed to portray certain ideals of womanhood, which included being
gracious and giving of oneself unselfishly. During a high-bee ceremony,
standing backstage waiting to be inducted, I felt a stab of discomfort. Í
thought about the meticulous way we were coifted and dressed, the
continuous smiling, the charm that fairly dripped otTus, the sweet, demure way we behaved, like we were all there to audition for the Emily
Post-er Child. We looked like the worlds most proper women.
W h a t am 1 doing here? 1 thought. Lines from the poem "Warning,"
by Jçnny Joseph, popped into my head and began to recite themselves.

When I am an eld woman, I shall wear purple / with a red hat that doesn't go, and doesn't suit
me
M
shall go out in my slippers in the rain / And pick the flowers in other people s
gardens /And learn to spit. 3
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I turned to a woman beside me and said, "After we're Gracious
Ladies, does that mean we can't wear purple with a red hat or spit?" She
smiled bur appeared vaguely dismayed that someone who'd managed to
get into the group had just said the word spit.
"It's from a poem," I explained.
"I see," she said. Still smiling.
It occurred to me on that October morning that living the female life
under the archerype of Gracious Lady narrowed down the scope of it
considerably, it scoured away a woman's natural self, all the untamed
juiccs of the female life. It would be many years before I read Clarissa
Pinkola Estéss words, "When a woman is cut away from her basic
source, she is sanitized/"* but somehow even then, in the most rudimentary way, Í was starting to know it.
in my spiritual life I was also a sanitized woman. I had always been
very spiritual and very religious, too, so as I wrote in my journal I began
trying to put my womanhood together with my spirituality and religion.
I wrote that I was mainstream orthodox, it sounded very dull, but
actually it hadn't been dull at all. I'd pursued a spiritual journey of depth
and meaning, but—and this was the big realization for me—I'd done so
safely within the circle of Christian orthodoxy. I would no more have
veered out of that circle than a child would have purposely drawn outside the lines in her coloring book.
I had been raised in the Southern Baptist Church, and I was still a
rather exemplary member oí one, but beginning in my early thirties I'd
become immersed in a {ourney that was rooted in contemplative spirituality. It was the spirituality of the "church fathers/' of the monks I'd
come to know as I made regular retreats in their monasteries. I was influenced by Meister Eckhart and Julian of Norwich, who did, now and
then, refer to "God our Mother," but this had never really sunk in. It
was nice poetry. Now I wondered: What did "God our Mother" really
mean?
Morning after morning I wrote, starting to realize how my inner
journey had taken me into the airy world of intellect and the fiery realm
of spirit, places that suddenly seemed very removed. I thrived on solitude, routinely practicing silent meditation as taught by the monks Basil
Pennington and Thomas Keating. Because I visited monasteries and
practiced the spirituality they were built upon, people often asked me,
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"Why do you like monasteries so much?" I would grin and say, "Well,
what do you expect? My middle name is Monk." Like the Gracious
Lady, Monk was an archetype—a guiding inner principle—I lived by.
I'd read many of the classics of Christian contemplative literature, the
church fathers and the great mystics of the church. For years I'd studied
Thomas Merton, John of the Cross, Augustine, Bernard, Bonaventure,
Ignatius, Eckhart, Luther, Teilhard de Chardin, The Cloud of Unknowing, and others. Why had it never seemed peculiar that they were all
men?
I often went to Catholic mass or Eucharist at the Episcopal church,
nourished by the symbol and power of this profound feeding ritual, it
never occurred to me how odd it was that women, who have presided
over the domain of food and feeding for thousands of years, were historically and routinely barred from presiding over it in a spiritual context.
And when the priest held out the host and said, "This is my body, given
for you," not once did I recognize that it is women in the act of breastfeeding who most truly embody those words and who are also most excluded from ritually saying them.
When those particular thoughts struck me one morning as I was
writing, they pricked a bubble of anger I didn't know I had, and I surprised myself by throwing my pen across the room. It landed inside the
fireplace in a pile of soot. I had to go get the pen and clean it off. There
had been so many things I hadn't allowed myself to see, because if I fully
woke to the truth, then what would I do? How would I be able to reconcile myself to it? The truth may set you free, but first it will shatter
the safe, sweet way you live.
T h e thoughts and memories I was collecting in the journal were random, disjointed. Frankly, Í couldn't see what any of them had to do
with the dream. It was as if I were walking around and around some secret enclosure, trying to find a way into it. I sometimes wondered what
good my pacing was doing.
But after leaving the process for a few days, I would be back in the
den, picking up where I d left off, trying to make sense of things. I wrote
about how odd it was that at the same time 1 was making these retreats
in monasteries, going to Eucharist, and meditating on the words of
Merton arid St. Francis, I was going to a Baptist church—not just on
Sunday mornings, but also on Sunday and Wednesday evenings—where
the emphasis was not on symbol and silence and God in the soul but on
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evangelizing and preaching and God in the word. I was a contemplative
in an evangelical church, which is sort of like trying to squeeze a round
soul into a square slot. It was all I could do to hold the tension between
them. I had one foot on shore and the other in a boat that had started to
drift.
But despite the inner tension, I kept trying to adapt. T h e Southern
Baptist Church had been the fabric of my religious existence since
childhood. And if that wasn't enough, I was married to a Southern Baptist minister who was a religion tcacher and chaplain on a Baptist college campus. That alone was enough to keep me securely tethered to the
flock. So I taught Sunday school and brought dishes to all manner of
potlucks and tried to adjust the things I heard from the pulpit to my increasingly incongruent faith.
I filled pages about my life as a Baptist.
Í recorded the time Ann, then eight, tugged on my dress during a
church service while the minister was ordaining a new set of deacons.
"When are they going to do the women?" she asked.
"The women?" I echoed.
She nodded. Her assumption of equality was earnest and endearing.
These days you will find a few female deacons in the more moderate
Southern Baptist churches, but not so much then. I'd felt like a harbinger of cruel truth when I told her, "They d o n t ordain women, honey.
Only men."
She had frowned, truly puzzled.
That day in church, the words only men, only men, only men went on
echoing in my head for a good five minutes, but it soon passed. With a
little more ripeness, I might have conceived a new female life that longago day, but then I was too consumed with staying in line and being a
good and proper woman, something that renders you fairly sterile as far
as feminine journeys go.
Writing down that memory reminded me of the time I was eight and
had my own first encounter with "cruel truth." I was in the church yard
during Vacation Bible School. It was hot. Georgia hot. The girls sat under
a tree, making tissue paper corsages, while the boys climbed the limbs
above us. I could not remember how it started, only that a quarrel broke
out—one of those heated boys-are-better-than-girls or girls-are-betterthan-boys arguments that eight year olds have with such verve. Finally
one of the boys told us to shut up, and, of course, we wanted to know
whod made him our boss. "God!" he said. "God made us the boss."
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So we girls marched inside to the teacher and asked her point-blank
if this was so. We asked her with the same earnest and endearing assumption of equality with which Ann had posed her question to me.
And, like me, the teacher was slow to answer. "Well . . . actually . . .
technically, I guess I have to say the Bible does make men the head."
"The head?" we asked.
"That means in charge," she said and looked at us as if to say, I know,
I know, it's a blow, but that's the way it is.
I stared at her, amazed. I had never heard anything like this before,
and I was sure it had to be a mistake. A big mistake. I mean, if this were
true, then women, girls, me—we were not at all what I thought. At eight
I couldn't have expressed it fully, but on some level I knew what this
meant. That we were less than males and that we were going to spend the
rest of our lives obeying and asking permission or worrying if we didn't.
That event and others like it would eventually limit everything I ever
thought about freedom and dreams and going where they took me. But
worse, those events said something about the female gender itself—that
it simply wasn't up to par. It had to be subdued, controlled, ruled over.
For girls there is always a moment when the earnest, endearing assumption of equality is lost, and writing about it in my journal thirty
years later made me want to take those two eight year olds into my
arms—myself and Ann, both.
October was nearly spent before I finally got around to reflecting on
my life as a "Christian writer," which was how I was often identified. I'd
been a prolific contributor to an inspirational magazine with millions of
readers. I'd written articles for religious journals and magazines, books
about my contemplative spirituality. It always surprised me where my
readers turned up. O n e time I called L. L. Bean to order Sandy a denim
shirt, and the operator said she was reading one of my books. I got lots
of mail from readers. I spoke at Christian conferences, in churches. As a
result, it seemed people expected me to be a certain way. Of course, I expected me to be a certain way, too. And that way had nothing remotely
to do with feminist spirituality.
After a frionth of journal writing, one morning I sat as usual in the
den. The light was coming up in the backyard, and the maple, at the
height of fall color, appeared to be on fire. As I gazed at it, I understood
that while I had gone through a lot of spiritual transformation and written about it, my^changes had not deviated much from what were considered safe^ standard, accepted Christian tenets. I had never imagined
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any kind of internal reformation that would call into question the Orthodox Christian Woman, the Good Daughter to the Church, or the
Monk who lived high in the spiritual tower of her head. T h e risk of
doing so seemed much too high for lots of reasons, but certainly paramount among them was that it might jeopardize my marriage and my
career. I finally came to this:
As a woman, Г ve been asleep. The knowing rose in me, fast and brilliant, like the light coming now across the grass. I closed the journal and
put it away.
A woman in Deep Sleep is one who goes about in an unconscious
state. She seems unaware or unfazed by the truth of her own female life,
the truth about women in general, the way women and the feminine
have been wounded, devalued, and limited within culture, churches, and
families. She cannot see the wound or feel the pain. She has never acknowledged, much less confronted, sexism within the church, biblical
interpretations, or Christian doctrine. Okay, so women have been largely
missing from positions of church power, weVe been silenced and relegated to positions of subordination by biblical interpretations and doctrine, and God has been represented to us as exclusively male. So what?
The woman in Deep Sleep is oblivious to the psychological and spiritual
impact this has had on her. Or maybe she has some awareness of it all but
keeps it sequestered nicely in her head, rarely allowing it to move down
into her heart or into the politics of her spirituality.
The awarenesses about my female life that emerged during that month
were sketchy, thin, and incomplete. A memory here, a thought there, a
recognition, an insight—all of rhem sifting around like vapor. I knew as
a woman I'd been asleep, but 1 had no idea exactly how. I knew I was
waking up, hut I didn't possess a clue about what I might be waking up
to. All I knew was that there was this tiny female life inside, some part of
me waking up and wanting to be born. She was rousing me out of years
of somnambulance, and something had to be done with her.

An Unambiguous Woman
All in all I had been what some have called an "unambiguous woman." I
didn't know this term at the time. It was coined by feminist theorist
Deborah Cameron and later referred to by author Carolyn Heilbrun in
her book Writing a Woman's Life. "What does it mean to be unambigu-
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ously a woman?" writes Heilbrun, 'It means to put a man at the center
of one's life and to allow to occur only what honors his prime position.
One's own desires and quests are always secondary."''
For me the "man" was sometimes my husband, at other times my father, male colleagues, clergy, or God. But at its most basic, this "man"
was symbolic of male authority itself, the cultural father or the collective
rule of men in general.
I didn't consciously recognize when I was being unambiguously
woman; I'd been blind to it. Before October, I would have denied it vehemently, as we are apt to do when something true is unconscious to us.
I had truly thought of myself as an independent woman. Certainly I
was not outwardly submissive. I had my career, my own life, ideas, and
plans. J behaved in seemingly independent ways, but inside I was still
caught in daughterhood. I was deferring to the father at the center. I operated out of a lot of assumptions and ideas, but I had no idea the extent
to which my ideas were really the internalized notions of a culture that
put men at the center. My independent forays and outspokenness came
at emotional cost and required excessive expenditures of energy. They
engendered uneasy feelings, after-the-fact worry, second-guessing, and
the habit of looking over my shoulder.
Living without real inner authority, without access to my deep feminine strength, Í carried around a fear of dissension, confrontation, backlash, a fear of not pleasing, not living up to sanctioned models of femininity.
Such ideas may have been barely forming in me, but they still packed
a lot of feeling. A lot of confused feeling. O n e evening in early November while the family was eating dinner, I reminded Sandy I was going
away soon to the monastery for a retreat. With me gone, he had it all—
work, kids, meals, house, laundry, the whole thing.
H e grimaced. He said, "I wish you weren't going." That's what he
said. Here's what I heard: Stay home. Stay put. Put me at the center of
the universe and allow to happen only what honors my prime position.
"You know what?" I shouted. "I am fed up. I am just plain fed up!"
T h e n I left the rabie, with Sandy, Ann, and Bob all staring at me, their
forks poised in the air.
Sandy followed me into the bedroom, full of concern. "What is it?
W h a t s wrong?"
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Í wish I coutd have explained it to him then in a neat, coherent fashion, but it was so new and such a jumble inside. "I don't know," Í said.
"Ï don't know."
When a woman wakes up, its not experienced in isolation. Bier family, the people she's closest to, will be thrust into the experience as well,
because it's not just the woman who's expecting a new life. In a way, the
whole family is pregnant.

Broken Connection to the Feminine Soul
I had always prayed, though much of my prayer in the last few years had
been silent meditation. O n e morning, though, ! tried to get talkative
with God, to talk to "him" about the things in my journal, the fed-up
feeling, the realization that a new way of being a woman wanted to be
born in me. I got nowhere. I kept wondering how "he" was going to understand this distinctly feminine experience.
I tried briefly to imagine a God like me. God as female. But it was
such a foreign notion.
Now with the wisdom of hindsight, I can look back and understand
what 1 could not really see then—that as a woman I was severed from
something deep inside myself, something purely and powerfully feminine. Steeped in a faith tradition that men had named, shaped, and directed, I had no alliance with what might be callcd the Sacred Feminine.
I had lost my connection to feminine soul.
When I use the term feminine soul, I'm referring to a woman's inner
repository of the Divine Feminine, her deep source, her natural instinct,
guiding wisdom, and power. It is everything that keeps a woman powerful and grounded in herself, complete in herself, belonging to herself,
and yet connected to all that is. Connection with this inner reality is a
woman's most priceless experience.
I wish someone had told me this that autumn, and I suppose that's
why I'm saying it at the outset. We need to know the root problem when
the awakening begins, when all is fu/.zy and the feelings are confused
and we find ourselves suddenly yelling across the dinner table that we
are fed up. We need to know what has happened to women and to ourselves so we can find our way back to our feminine souls with as much
purpose and clarity as possible.
With the connection to my feminine soul broken, I had no idea how
to unfold my spiritual life in a way that was natural and genuine for

women. I didn't even know there was a feminine way of being spiritual.
If I had, I probably couldn't have given myself permission to embrace it.
Not then.
Disconnected from my feminine soul, I had also unknowingly forfeited my power to name sacred reality. I had simply accepted what men
had named. Neither had I noticed that when women give this power
away, it is rarely used to liberate and restore value to women. More
often it is used to shore up and enhance the privileged position of men.
In the beginnings of Christianity, church fathers debated whether
women had souls at all. Later the issue became whether or not a woman's
soul could be saved. Today the issue is one of women reconnecting with
their souls.
To reconnect with our souls we need to claim the freedom and power
to shed our conditioning, to tear out the stitches from the old fabric, and
to define for ourselves who we are as women, what is sacred, and how we
relate to sacred experience. W h e n we finally do that, we will weave new
lives and a new era. We will take back our souls once and for all.
This shedding and defining, this tearing out stitches and reweaving
new ones became the essential work of my journey. But as author
Madonna Kolbenschlag wrote, "Much testing, much reflecting, much
living must intervene before we can say, 'My soul is my own.'

Sleep Dust
Like the Sandman from the nursery tale, who stole into children's
rooms and put them to sleep by sprinkling sleep dust over them, our
culture, even the culture of our faith, has helped anesthetize the feminine spirit.
I like the way Clarissa Pinkola Estés says it:

When a woman is exhorted to be compliant, cooperative, and quiet to not make upset or go
against the old guard, she is pressed into living a most unnatural life—a life that is selfblinding . . . without innovation. The world-wide issue for women is that under such conditions they are not only silenced, they are put to sleep. Their concerns, their viewpoints, their
own truths are vaporized.7
T h e sleep .seems to descend on females early in life. Studies conducted by Harvard professor Carol Gilligan and Colby College professor Lyn Mikel Brown from 1986 to 1990 have revealed that something
truly phenomenal happens to girls around adolescence. 8 They undergo
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a gradual change in which they lose their feisty spirit, couragc, and willingness to speak out—qualities they had known in girlhood. Around
this time their truth becomes silenced, held back. They become afraid
of conflict with males, because they know on some level that males hold
the power. They become—perhaps forever—good little girls, settling
into the cliches and limits imposed on their gender.
So sleep begins. For some it can extend throughout lile as unconsciousness deepens and numbness sets in. These women lose all memory of the problem they once saw. For other women the sleep is more
fitful; they sometimes glimpse the truth, but it never seems to rouse
them fully. These women tend to fall back asleep when the waking state
becomes threatening.
But whether our sleep is sound or partial, when we are cut off from
our feminine source, from the Feminine Divine, symptoms inevitably
break through.
Although outwardly appearing stable and satisfied, inwardly we may
feel silenced, afraid, stuck, self-doubtful, unable to carry through with
things, angry but unable to express it directly. We may grow perfectionistic and driven, but strangely at the same time we may feel powerless,
without boundaries, overwhelmed with the roles we are expected to
carry out. Moreover, we may harbor fears of being left alone, of risking
ourselves, of conflict.
In my mid- to late thirties, before my awakening began, I was experiencing many of these symptoms. Yet I was unable to see that they were
trying to tell me something, that they were voices urging me to drop
deep into my own feminine nature.

Wake-Up Calls
Even on the literal level, waking was always hard for me. I have had only
one nickname in my life, given to me by my brother, eleven years
younger than I. He called me Sue-up, a name he made up for me when
he was a toddler and I a young adolescent. At that time Vd sleep so
soundly that alarm clocks could not get through to me, and I would
wake only after being shaken a half-dozen times. Each morning people
in my family would go around asking, "Is Sue up?" My little brother,
who was learning to speak, thought this was my name.
Now beginning to wake up at thirty-eight, I realized that once again
Id been living up to my old nickname. As a woman I d slcpr so soundly
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that wake-up calls had not really gotten through to me. Not the feminist movement, not the marginalization of women in the church, not
exclusive male language in scripture and liturgy. I had been upset and
alarmed by the staggering assault on women through rape, spousal
abuse, sexual abuse, harassment, and genital mutilation, but somehow
this didn't initiate a full-blown awakening.
I'd been disturbed by a stream of statistics, such as four times as
many girls die worldwide of malnutrition as boys because boys are preferred and given more food. O r the fact that women do two-thirds of
the work in the world and receive one-tenth of the world's wages. 9 O r
that American women earn 75 percent of what similarly employed men
do and comprise only 2 percent of top management. But neither did
this rouse my feminine heart in the sort of way that propels one into a
life-changing journey.
T h e first fictional story I ever wrote was about a woman who walked
in her sleep nearly every night. 1 0 "People deposit their misery somewhere in their body," the character Hallie says. "Mine apparently is the
sleep center of my brain." But despite her awareness that her sleepwalking signals something wrong in her life, she refuses to fece her life or her
problems.
Then one night she sleepwalks outside and climbs a ladder that has
been left leaning against the house. She wakes three rungs from the top,
everything around her darkness and air. Frightened, she backs down and
returns to her room, where she ties her arm to the bedpost, afraid she'll
sleep again and wake on the roof, this time stepping off into thin air.
But even then she doesn't confront the changes she needs to make.
So she walks in her sleep again, this time backing the car down the
driveway and crashing into a Japanese elm. It takes the crash to wake
her. She sits at the wheel, stunned, a trickle of blood on her forehead,
knowing finally that she must alter the direction of her life.
Here is one of the principles of women waking: If you don't respond
to the first gentle nudges, they will increase in intensity. Next you will
wake up on the roof. And if you do not respond to that, there will likely
be a crash. There are women who sleep through the crashes, too. I imagine by thep. the impulse to wake gives up and they drift into permanent
hibernation.
W h y in the world do women sleep through all manner of wake-up
calls? I think part of it is because we use psychological sleep as a way of
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avoiding pain. O u r choice, as Florence Nightingale put it, is between
pain and paralysis. A hard one. But it s only when we are willing to see
the truth about our lives as women, however painful that truth might
be, that we enter the portal of the journey.
That November, two months after the dream of giving birth to myself, I had a real collision with the truth. It would be my "driveway
crash."

THE NEST OF YELLOW LEAVES
T h e monastery visit I'd planned was supposed to be just another routine
retreat.
When I arrived dusk was falling. I strolled to the church along a sidewalk covered with so many fallen leaves that it was like walking on one
long yellow carpet. I sat through vespers, listening to the monks chant
the office, hopelessly trying to follow them in the prayer book but nevertheless swept into the strange beauty of the chant.
Afterward I waited outside the church for a monk named Father
Paschal, who was to be my spiritual director during the retreat. Standing ankle-deep in leaves, I watched the monks file out in their black,
hooded robes, and I wondered which one Father Paschal might be. H e
would have no problem spotting me; I was the only female in the whole
place.
Suddenly I heard a litLle cough behind me and, turning, saw a smiling man with shaven dark hair and round glasses. "I'm Father Paschal,"
he said.
At that moment I opened mv m o u t h and uttered what is undoubtedly the most embarrassing Freudian slip of my life. I said, "Hello, I'm
Father Sue."
H e got a funny look on his face. Fleat flared in my cheeks.
"Are you feeling nervous about being here?" he asked, attributing my
word slip to anxiousness.
I hated to tell him that no, actually I was an old hand at monasteries.
"I must be," I said.
We chatted a while longer, though I don't recall a thing we said after
that. My face stayed warm a good half hour.
Back in my room, I thought about my strange slip of the tongue. It
hadn't come from nervousness like Father Paschal suggested, so why did

I say that? Maybe it was an indication of just how at home I felt in
monastic places, thai I had become "one of them." Sure, that's got to be
it, I thought.
But some other part of me suspected the real truth, one too bitter to
let in. That part in my unconscious, knowing and wise, was telling me
exactly who I was identified with. It was telling me that my values, my
spirituality, my way of being a woman in the world were masculine
through and through. I was immersed in the world of the father.
Father Sue. I wanted to cry.
T h e next morning I rose and went for a walk, taking pen and journal. I walked toward a small stand of trees at the edge of the monastery,
where I picked my way through young pines, half-bare maples, and
bramble until I came to a small, hidden clearing.
It was wall-to-wall yellow leaves and dappled light. Impulsively I took
armfuls of leaves and plumped them into a big pile to sit on. When I
finished, the mound resembled the kind of nest Big Bird of Sesame
Street would require. Almost laughing, I wrote in my journal, "I'm here
in the woods sitting on a big nest of leaves."
I laid down my pen. You know what, I thought, maybe I made this
big nest because I'm here to hatch my new life, to give birth to something. I remembered the dream of giving birth to myself, to the female
life that wanted to come into being, and immediately, surprisingly, my
eyes filled with tears.
I sat still. I wrote, "So then, what's standing in the way of this new
life being born?" And it came to me all at once. For one thing, you're
going to have to forgive yourself far not being born male. You're going to
have to learn to love your realfemale life.
I sat there open-mouthed. W'hat!' That was ridiculous. Of course I
loved being a woman. I reveled in my femaleness.
But the inner voice was not talking about my surface revelings in
being feminine. It was telling me something much more complex. It
was telling me that I'd lost the voice of my native soul, 01 as novelist
Ursula K. Le Guin put it3 the innate mother tongue. I had learned instead to speak the father tongue, the dominant cultural language. 11
Inside I felt like something submerged in me from the beginning of
time had slit the surface, Some awful, sunken truth I didn't want ro acknowledge hail floated up to awareness. Maybe that humiliating Father
Sue comment had dislodged it. O r maybe the comment was merely the
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debris of a truth already rising. For a moment I tried to pretend the
thought hadn't come, but it was too late. My body had recognized it as
the truth even before my mind couid allow it. My heart was thudding,
and my stomach was doing slow rolls into my chest.
Next I was crying one of those shoulder-shaking cries. A girl, I
thought. I was born a girl with three brothers. I felt utterly cheated. M y
anguish was so intense it shocked me. Ir was as if I felt inferior simply
for being female—that as a woman I was damaged goods or at least
«
J »
seconds.
I had somehow never known this about myself. It was terrible to
admit, but even worse was feeling the pain that came with it. I thought»
If I'd been born male, dear God! the things I could have done! I longed
for parity with men, the freedom and choices of men, the ability to
quest without worrying about who would cook dinner or pick up the
children. I longed for the power men had to name the world, for the
world had been largely male defined. Even God "himself" was defined
by men and envisioned in their image.
Being female had always seemed vaguely limiting, confining, lacking
in power, second-class. As I tried to understand why, 1 found myself
thinking about Eve. Some words played in my head, the old litany
about women I'd heard in church: "second in creation and first to sin."
Some years before, the Southern Baptist denomination had passed a resolution saying that women should not have a place of authority over
men in church because of this. It had coinè straight out of the epistle of
1 Timothy (2:11-14) written in the second century:

Let a woman (earn in silence with ail submissiveness. i permit no womantoleach or to have
authority over men; she is to keep silent. For Adam was formed first, then Eve: and Adam was
not deceived, but the woman was deceived and became a transgressor, (RSV)
As I brooded over this, I remembered the first time I'd heard the
words first to sin, second in creation. T h e memory was still vivid, undulled after more than twenty-five years.
It was a Sunday morning, and 1 was around twelve. I sat in church in
my childhood Georgia with my mother and father and two of my three
younger brothers. We were listening to a visiting preacher give a sermon. It had to do with the "God-ordained family." The preacher had a
portable chalkboard beside the pulpit, and on it he diagrammed the
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family for us. He wrote God at the top, then in a descending chain of
command he wrote husband, wife, children.
I remembered the downward-pointing arrows he drew between each
word, showing us the line of authority. When he got to the part about
why wives were below husbands, I was on the edge of my pew. "Woman
was the first to sin and the second to be created," he said. Then he went
on to talk about Eve, how she was created for man's benefit, that she was
unworthy because she disobeyed God and offered Adam the forbidden
fruit.
It was just like that day in Vacation Bible School when the teacher
had informed us the Bible put men in charge. I felt the same rush of disbelief and betrayal.
By then I'd heard the message many times, but that day it fell like the
proverbial last straw, the one that breaks the female camel's back. I listened to this "man of God" taking his message right out of what we
considered to be the truest book of all. A feeling of pressure built in
my chest, almost the same feeling I got at the city pool when 1 stayed
underwater too long. I looked down the pew at my mother to get her
reaction. Her eyes had glazed over; she looked like she'd heard it at least
five hundred times before. I looked at the other women. Same there. I
wanted them to stand up and say indignantly that this wasn't so, but
none of them looked the least bit perturbed.
My heart sank. If I could have put the feeling into words, I would
have said, "God, how couldyou?"
The so-called God-ordained image of female as under male, incapable, disobedient, unworthy—all of which added up to inferior—was
a devastating notion to me as a girl. It snuffed out something vital, some
hope for my female life.
W h e n I left church that day, real doubt had set in about the value of
being a girl.
Years later when I came upon some words by theologian Elizabeth A.
Johnson, I felt the deep click of truth inside. She said that experiences
like the one I had "give girl children from rhe beginning the experience
of a world where the male is the norm from which her own self deviates.' 1 2 Over the years the idea of being "other," of being the lesser sex,
had continued to seep into me. I saw now it had penetrated the marrow
of my tiniest bones. That day in the nest of leaves outside the monastery
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I came to know this for the first time. It was a moment of awakening. I
had touched the wound of my feminine life.

THE FEMININE WOUND
When I returned home from the monastery, I wasn't quite the same.
Oh, I tried to be. T h e holiday season was coming, and I thought if Ï
dived into it full force the pain would be forgotten. \ shelved my journal. The children and I went shopping. We dragged out decorations,
drove to the country, and cut greenery. We put so much evergreen in the
house Sandy said it looked like we were celebrating Arbor Day- I went
crazy baking things, and I don't even like to bake. I also created new
writing projects for myself. I did what I could to blot out the recognition that there was a feminine journey to be made and it was probably
going to be the most arduous, most revolutionary experience of my life.
Feminist theologian Carol P. Christ states that a woman's awakening
begins with an "experience of nothingness." ^ It comes as she experiences
emptiness, self-negation, disillusionment, a deep-felt recognition of the
limitation placed on women's lives, especially her own.
An experience of nothingness was what I encountered at the monastery. In tasting what it meant to be female in my culture and faith, I felt,
for the first time, a hidden despair lodged inside.
At the time I had delusions that I was probably the only woman in
the world with a wound like that. Later I would he surprised to discover
that most women carry this wound, though it is usually buried and unnamed. Psychotherapist Anne Wilson Schaef s name for this w o u n d is
"the original sin of being born female." She writes,

To be born female in this culture means that you are born "tainted," that there is something intrinsically wrong with you that you can never change, that your birthright is one of innate inferiority. I am not implying that this must remain so. I do believe that we must know this and
understand it as a given before it can be worked through. 14
Of course, being female is not inferior at all, but that doesn't change
the fact that women have often experienced it that way. Messages of inferiority and self-denial are passed to us all our lives, messages that we
should deny our own experiences, feelings, and needs. We absorb them
in an ongoing process of osmosis that creates and enlarges the wound s
core.

AwaMsiiHiy
Early on a girl starts to soak up the idea that she is less than boys.
Not long ago my friend Betty told me about rhe day she and her husband walked beside the rapids of the Chatooga River and came upon a
young family. Betty watched as the father took the boy, who looked
about four years old, down to the waters edge so he could dip his hands
into the surging water and feel the spray on his face. The boy's sister,
slightly older, begged her mother to take her to the edge, too. "No," the
mother told her. "Its too dangerous there."
A small incident, b u t when multiplied a hundred, a thousand times
in a little girl's life, she learns that she's not as capable as a boy of handling life on the edge. She learns to hang back.
Peggy Orensteins 1994 book, Schoolgirlsdraws
on a 1991 survey
by the American Association of University Women, which suggests that
parents and teachers seem to have lesser expectations for girls than for
boys. Orenstein showed that girls' self-esteem is lost as they "dumb
themselves down" and conform to lesser expectations to avoid being
threatening. T h e girls in her study learned by adolescence not to he too
outspoken, too aggressive, or too smart. They learned to balance drive
with deference. T h e boys, by contrast, were rewarded for their drive and
discouraged from showing deference. Girls learned to negate themselves
through simple experiences: O n the playground calling a boy "a girl"
was the worst slur possible.
Orenstein also found that boys received more attention from teachers than did girls. In many of the classrooms she visited, boys were
called on more often. Even at home many of the schoolgirls felt their
brothers were favored, that the boys were, in fact, listened to mote than
they.
At church girls fare no better. A young girl learns Bible stories in
which vital women are generally absent, in the background, or devoid
of power. She learns that men go o n quests, encounter God, and change
history, while women support and wait for them. She hears sermons
where traditional (nonthreatening) feminine roles are lifted up as God's
ideal. A girl is likely to see only a few women in the higher echelons of
church power.
And what does a girl, who is forming her identity, do with ail the
scriptures admonishing women to submission and silence? Having them
"explained away" as the product of an ancient time does not entirely
erase her unease. She also experiences herself missing from pronouns in
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scripture, hymns, and prayers. And most of ail, as long as God "himself"
is exclusively male, she will experience the otherness, t he lessness, of herself; ail the pious talk in the world about females being equal to males
will fail to compute in the deeper places inside her.
As a girl absorbs her culture, for instance as she watches movies and
television, she may also come to understand that her real importance
derives from her relationship with men and boys, by how good she
looks for them or how well she takes care of them. She will notice the
things traditionally assigned to women—-keeping a home, cleaning,
cooking, laundry, child rearing—and grow aware of how little value
these things seem to have in the world compared to things men typically do.
When she grows up and enters the workplace, she will likely plunge
into the staggering dilemma that is often hers alone—working while caring for children and keeping a house. She'll likely encounter ceilings,
networks, and traditional assumptions that work against her as a woman.
She will arrive at the disconcerting realization that success comes only as
she learns to modulate and adapt her feminine self to a mans world.
If she sees few women in places of real power, hears few female voices
of strength, and witnesses little female creativity, then despite what is
said to her about women's equality, she experiences women (and herself) as absent and silent.
The feminine wound is created as we internalize all these experiences—the voices we hear at church, school, home, work, and within
the culture at large suggesting (in ways both bold and subtle) that
women and feminine experience are "less than."
If you receive often enough the message that women are inferior and
secondary, you will soon believe you are inferior and secondary. As a
matter of fact, many experts tell us that "all women in our society arrive
at adulthood with significant feelings of inadequacy." 1 ^
Once on an airplane I sat beside a thirty-year-old woman with a
briefcase. As we chatted, a female voice came over the loudspeaker and
said, "This is your captain."
The woman stopped midscntence. " O h no," she said, "a woman
pilot."
"I'm sure she's well trained," I said.
"Right," she said, "but she's still a woman,"
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Her feminine wound—her personal concentration of female inferiority—had made a brief appearancc.
As time went on, I would grasp how deep such wounds go. For we
carry not only our own wounding experiences, but the inherited wounds
of our mothers and grandmothers as well. "We think back through our
mothers and grandmothers, if we are women," Virginia Woolf said. 17
This statement is not mere poetry. We carry something ancient inside us, an aspect of the psyche that Carl Jung called the collective unconscious. Containing river beds of collective experience, the collective
unconscious is the place where preexisting traces of ancestral experience
are encoded. 1 8 Thousands of years of feminine rejection reside there,
and it can rise up to do a dark dance with our conscious beliefs.
1 read a moving example of this interplay in physician Christiane
Northrup's book, Women's Bodies, Women's Wisdom. She recounted being
in the delivery room countless times, hearing new mothers apologize to
their husbands when the baby was not male. She described the experience as staggering to her. But, she writes,

When my own second daughter was bom. I was shocked to hear those very words of apology
come into my brain from the collective unconscious of the human race. I never said them out
loud, and yet they were there in my head—completely unbidden. I realized then how old and
ingrained is this rejection of the female by men and women alike.19
For Northrup, as for me, recognizing this wound in herself was a pivotal moment in her growth as a woman.
There's always the danger, though, that as we open our eyes to the
social, physical, psychological, and spiritual violence done to women
throughout history, not to mention the wounding in our own personal
histories, we will become paralyzed by a sense of victimization. For me,
opening my eyes to the feminine wound was rather like getting hit by a
stun gun. I felt knocked down by the force of it, and for a short while I
didn't get up. O n some level, I felt overwhelmed by the depth of the
feminine wound, which I was uncovering, not only in myself, but all
around.
T h e daiiger of getting stuck in feelings of victimization is real, but
nevertheless, recognizing the feminine wound is important because in
the end it's the only way we can stop being victims. We can't change
anything until we acknowledge the problem. I'd been an unconscious
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victim before my awakening began. Discovering the truth was waking
me up to my victimization, but it was also making it possible for me to
move beyond it.
Feminist writer Naomi Wolf has especially cautioned women not to
shape our identity as victims. Yet shaping our identity as victims is quite
different from naming the truth of our victimization in order to work
against it and live into our power. If women don't document and protest
the harm done to us, who will? As Wolf says, "Women are not natural
victims, but they sure are victimized." 20
While holding onto the awareness, then, that we must not fell into
shaping our identity as victims, we have to tell ourselves the "flat-out
truth," as my grandmother used to call it. And the flat-out truth is that
we have come into a world, into a church or faith tradition, that for millennia has believed us inferior. It is a tradition permeated by an authoritarian attitude that devalues, diminishes, rejects, and limits women and
the feminine.
But seeing such truth can be dangerous. Philosopher Mary Daly reminds us, "It isn't prudent for women to see all of this. Seeing means
that everything changes: the old identifications and the old securities are
gone. "21
The question, she says, is whether women can forgo prudence in
favor of courage. That was the question that followed me as I made my
way into the new year.

I walked to a neighborhood lake, sat on the grass, and watched a flotilla
of ducks glide across the water in a perfect V.
I'd told no one about my experience at the monastery or the things it
was kindling inside me. I wondered now if I should find someone
trusted and pour out my experience. But did I really want to open up
that hidden pocket of pain? Expressing it aloud to someone would hold
me accountable to it in a whole new way, and frankly, I didn t know yet
if I wanted to own up to the wound I'd vividly uncovered.
Mostly, I didn't want to believe I could have been wounded by my
own faith. I didn't want to acknowledge how it had relegated half the
human population to secondary status and invisible places. I didnt

Winter of Resistance

No, no, no.
I got up from the edge of the water and walked home. It was the
prudence-or-courage question again. T h a t day I chose prudence.
In the following weeks, I tried to ignore the monastery experience altogether, but as the days grew darker and the trees barer, it pushed unbidden into my thoughts. I could not seem to banish my awakening, so
I did the next best thing. I trivialized it.
O n e of the primary forms that resistance takes is trivialization. Surely
I was making a big deal out of this, I began to tell myself. So maybe
there is ą feminine wound in me, in women, in the church, in the earth,
but what about all those other major problems I should be concerned
about—the environment, crime, war, homelessness? What is a little feminine wound by comparison:

I call the first winter of my awakening the winter of resistance. It was
marked by persistent attempts to ignore the groundswell of pain and
awareness that had erupted at the monastery and the new consciousness
that wanted in.
O n e day I pulled the slender volume Children's Letters to God from a
bookshelf and came upon this letter from a little girl named Sylvia:
"Dear God, Are boys better than girls, I know you are one but try to be
fair. Sylvia." 22
Tears floated to my eyes. W h y did questions like these inhabit little
girls and grown women, and when did we lose our courage to confront
God with them? I threw on a coat and left the house, hoping a walk
would offer diversion. Outside it was cold and bright with winter sun.

want any of this to be true.
T h e ground was starting to feel cold. O u t on the lake, wind made
scalloped patterns in the water. I drew my knees to my chin trying to
muffle a throbbing space in my chest. I felt alone and unequipped for
upheavals such as this. If I pursued this journey there would be so much
to unravel, so much to unlearn.
Later I would read Ursula K. Le Guin's comment: "I am a slow unlearner. But I love my unteachers." 23
I, too, was a slow unlearner. T h e problem was I didnt have any unteachers. I didn't personally know anyone close at hand who'd gone
through a feminist spiritual awakening. How did one do it? Did I dare
step over the boundaries church and convention had drawn for women?
Did I dare venture beyond the place where my mother had stopped?
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Yet the truth is, as long as one woman is dehumanized, none of us
can be fully human.
Once during that time I abandoned prudence for courage. While at
a party, the subject of women's dedication to the church came up. "But
for all our dedication, we've certainly gotten a rotten deal," I said. It is
the sort of thing waking women blurt almost without realizing it.
A man rolled his eyes at the ceiling. "Oh no," he said. "You're nor
one of those women, are you?"
"What women?" I asked.
"You know, those screaming feminists who are always yelling about
how bad women have been treated.''
"No," I told him fast as I could. "I'm not one of those." And I
dropped the subject as if it was toxic waste.
He had effectively dismissed my voice and experience. But then it hit
me: Wasn't that what I'd been doing to myself—dismissing my own experience, the voice speaking deep inside?
Trivializing our experience is a very old and shrewd way of controlling ourselves. We do it by censoring our expressions of truth or viewing
them as inconsequential. We learned the technique from a culture that
has practiced it like an art form.
The trick works like this. An image is created of a "screaming feminist" with an ax to grind. The image takes on enormous negative energy
in the church and culture. Branding a woman with this image effectively
belittles her opinion and discredits it. So rather than risk the image being
attached to her, a woman will often back quickly away. I later realized
that's what I'd done when the man threatened to attach the label to me.
It is a rare and strong woman who has enough inner substance to face the
ridicule and pain that can come from expressing feminism.
T h e church itself has used this negative image as a way of controlling
women and discouraging them from challenging the status quo. Once
when I suggested to a woman that she stand up for women in a church
situation, she said, "I really want to, but I'd hate to look like one of
those fanatical feminists our minister preaches about."
Sometimes, though, others' attempts to control and trivialize don't
work. Once when I led a discussion at a mixed-gender retreat, a couple
of women began to express their pain as women within Christianity. A
male clergyman, who I suspect was feeling uncomfortable, said, "Oh,
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come on, the church is human, it makes mistakes. W h y can't you just
forgive and be done with it?"
I'm not sure he realized what he'd done—brilliantly trivializing and
dismissing their feelings. I mean, who could argue with what he said?
Yes, the church is human. Yes, it makes mistakes. Yes, forgiveness is good.
There is a time to be gentle and a time to be fierce, and each of the
two women managed to be both at the same time. Each spoke fierce
things with a tone of gentleness. O n e said, "Must you focus on my need
to forgive and let go? I'm not yet at a place where I can do that. I really
need to express what's inside me, and I need the church to listen. Why
not go to the heart of it and focus on the church's need to repent and
change?"
T h e other woman said, "Think a moment. If men were at the bottom
and women were the ones in charge, if our theology tended to give us the
power and excluded you, if it deified the feminine only, would you still
be saying, 'The church is only human, why d o n t you just let it go?' "
She brought to my mind the comment by Nelle Morton, one of the
grandmothers of feminist spirituality, who said things are always different when you are looking "from the bottom up." This looking from the
bottom up is the catalyst for a reversal of consciousness, not only for
ourselves but also for the most resistant among us, For when we stop
perceiving, assuming, and theorizing from the top, the dominant view,
and instead go to the bottom of the social pyramid and identify with
those who are oppressed and disenfranchised, a whole new way of relating opens up. Until wc look from the bottom up we have seen nothing.
Maybe that's what happened to the man. Maybe the women's gentleness opened his eyes and their fierceness forced him to perceive from the
bottom up, because he was quiet for a while. Then he said, "I think Î see
what you mean."
As the first spring of my awakening approached and I struggled to
see, I grew less and less prudent. I would look at my daughter and think
how Í didnr want her female life wounded. I didnt want it wounded by
the church or my own unconsciousness. Neither did Ï want my husband or my son to remain unconscious. And how would the cycle be
broken, hpw would patterns be redeemed, i f ! kept resisting?
And I couldn't help feeling a growing discontent with my female life,
flashes of anger and sadness about the "way it is." My attention was
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being drawn more and more to symptoms that cropped up inside me
from lime to time. I began to ask myself: Why do I sometimes feeł tentative and self-doubtful? W h y do I silence my real self? W h y do I fail
into driven and perfectionistic patterns? Why do I occasionally lapse
into passivity, afraid to rock the boat? W h y do Í work so hard to fulfill
outward expectations? W h y does it matter that I please everyone? Are
these things emanating from the feminine wound? And how can I keep
ignoring them?
My dreams were full of earthquakes and floods. Old buildings crumbling and washing away. Ï was still reluctant to open myself up to the
quaking and torrents inside, but the dream voice was telling me that
whether I chose to recognize it or not, I was in the midst of upheaval.
Something was toppling, and I'd better pay attention.

Dancing Women
In May I attended a Journey into Wholeness Conference on St. Simon
island off the coast of Georgia, a conference that explored the concepts
of C. G. Jung. Toward the end of the conference week, around forty or
fifty women decided to go to the beach and have something they were
calling a full moon celebration. I d o n t know what possessed me to go
along. I suppose curiosity. Maybe some intuition that this was a moment to be seized, a now-or-never moment.
So I found myself following a long line of women winding through
the sand dunes, walking by the light of a large moon suspended over the
ocean. As the sound of the surf swelled in the distance, I felt the urge ro
turn back. But we'd all come together in several cars and a couple of
vans; there was nothing to do now but gel through it.
Someone had brought along a Native American drum, and she began
to beat it as we wound through sea oats and darkness. O n the beach we
gathered driftwood and built a fire, then sat around it. T h e women
began to sing, laugh, tell stories. They talked about their lives as women,
their struggles to "bring forth an authentic female life." There was an
awful lot of talk about the "Great Mother" (whoever she was) and being
connected to the earth and the moon (whatever that meant). I hugged
my knees tight and didn't say a word.
As their sense of feminine celebration rose, and since these women
were being their instinctual selves and nothing else, a whole lot of them
got up and danced. They twirled and swayed along the border of waves.
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Treading into the water, they dipped it up with their hands and tossed it
toward the sky, letting it fall around them like wedding rice.
Playing and dancing, casting fluid shadows on the beach, they looked
half-real to me, like mermaids who'd swum ashore and found their legs. I
sat dazed by the whole thing. It was like landing on Venus.
I don't think I'd ever felt so awkward, bewildered, or unsettled in my
life, yet I was mesmerized. These women were embodying an experience
of their femininity I knew nothing about. They seemed to truly love
their womanhood. They didn't appear to doubt their thoughts and feelings as women. Instead they seemed naturally themselves, self-defined,
self-connected.
Then almost against my will I flashed back to that day at the monastery six months earlier. Father Sue, I thought. It had never been so clear
to me as then how far I had drifted from my feminine instinct, how
much I had lost my way as a woman.
Ï remembered recognizing at the time that I needed to birth a new
life, one chat had something to do with loving my female self and finding my way back to the deep authenticity of it. I'd tried over the last few
months to suppress the memory, but here on the beach with these
women the need to suppress it left me completely. I knew I could not
ignore this journey. I did not want to.
Someone who'd danced far down the beach found a huge sea turtle
shell that had washed ashore, and she came back to share her find. I
trekked down with a small group to inspect it. We stared at the hulk of
shell while water lapped around our bare ankles. "1 feel like the shell is a
gift to us," a woman said. "A sign."
Another woman who was a student of ancient mythology told us
that the turtle was a feminine symbol of strength and wisdom. "Did you
know that in some ancient cultures the turtle shell was considered the
base and support of the universe? It was said the whole world axis sat on
her back."
Silence fell as we stared at the carapace, ink-gold beneath the moon.
O n e by one the women began to dance again, dipping to brush their
hands across the shell as they circled it, as if they were touching the source
of feminine support, wisdom, and strength.
It was a ritual of deep beauty that I could only watch from the edge.
But when the women finally walked back up the beach, I lagged behind
just long enough to brush my hand across the shell.
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Acts of Naming
After Î returned home from the conference, I had a talk with my friend
Betty. We'd met at a women's luncheon five years earlier and had become good friends. That evening I poured out my story to her: the
awakening that was trying to unfold in me, the resistance I'd felt, the experience at the monastery, what had happened to me on the beach. I
said it out loud to another woman. Besides scrawling words in my journal, this was my first real act of naming my experience.
She listened, nodding. Finally she said, "I don't know why we haven't
talked about this sooner. My awakening began over a year ago." As we
talked we discovered wc had something profound in common: a journey to find our female souls.
After that we began to meet regularly to talk about our lives as
women. We met all summer and into the fall and on and on. It became
a mutual process of self-discovery. We debated ideas in books we were
reading, pondered new contexts of spiritual meaning for women. Together, over time, we named our lives as women, named our wounds,
named our sacred realities. To say it very simply, we helped each other.
Going to another woman for help can be a breakthrough act, because
throughout history women have been programmed to turn to men for
help. We might go to other women for solace, for "domestic wisdom,"
but for solutions and insight, to find out how the world works and how to
name reality, many women tend to go to men. To male experts, tcachers,
fathers, husbands, older brothers, priests, and ministers. Certainly we can
find real help there. I have been encouraged and blessed by enlightened
men. But it alters something inside a woman when she begins to turn also
to women, to .see women, and therefore herself, as namers of reality.
My experience on the beach and my discussions with Betty gave me
the courage to begin to see myself and other women this way.
To name is to define and shape reality. For eons women have accept cd male naming as a given, especially in the spiritual realm. The fact
is, for a long time now men have been naming the world, God, sacred
reality, and even women from their own masculine perspective and experience and then calling it universal experience. As feminist culture
critic Elizabeth Dodson Gray points out, this naming tended to benefit
men's needs and concerns and in lots of cases to oppress women. Was it
such a wild thought that women might start naming God, sacred reality, and their own lives themselves?
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I wondered how the world might have been different if women had
been equally involved in the act of naming. IIow might sacred experience be different? How might we as women be different? Would there
be a feminine wound for us to name and heal?
Naming allows a woman to embrace her own experience, to utter her
female truth, perhaps for the first time. Since my waking had been precipitated by an encounter with feminine woundedness (as it frequently
is for women), that summer I began the process of naming by acknowledging and expressing the feminine wound in myself.
In an interview, novelist Alice Walker says,

You think you can avoid [pain], but actually you can't. If you do. you just get sicker, or you feel
more pain. But if you can speak it if you can write it if you can paint if, it is very healing.24
I began to paint pictures of my wounded female life. Through the
summer I painted images that were painful and even startling to me. As
I painted, deeply buried emotions boiled to the surface.
They were emotions that for many years had influenced my behavior
in unconscious but profound ways. Unacknowledged feelings about our
womanhood operate like the so-called wizard in Oz who sits hidden behind the curtain pulling strings, creating large, unwanted, sometimes
frightening effects. Not only do they control our lives in unwanted ways,
but unfelt feelings stay in the body "like small ticking time bombs," says
Christiane Northrup. "They arc illnesses in incubation." 2 5
A lot of women have told me, "I don't really know what I'm feeling
half the time." Perhaps that's because when uncomfortable feelings
come, we push them aside. After a while, we've blocked them so well,
for so long, that they no longer get through at all.
Once wc begin to acknowledge wounded feelings, though, it's almost
a relief. We may feel like Dorothy when her dog, Toto, drew aside the
curtain, exposing the man who was scaring everyone with his behindthe-scenes machinations. We can see then what has been controlling a lot
of our life. We can see where the self-doubt, the silencing, the drivenness,
the need to fulfill collective expectations come from. But most of all, in
seeing the wound for what it is, we take charge, just as Dorothy, seeing
the Wizard for what he was, mobilized herself to stand up to him.
ï fount! myself painting a woman without feet, a woman without a
mouth, a woman without hands.
Why these mutilated women?
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In painting my female life without feet, I was uncovering an inability
to "stand." firmly on my own feminine ground, to "stand up to others"
or "stand up for" myself. Several years after I painted those images, I was
visiting the High Museum in Atlanta when I came upon a striking
sculpture of a pair of feet. Just feet from the ankles down. They were
surrounded by a field of large glass spheres that appeared to be oversized
teardrops. T h e title of the work was Mother.
So there are our feet, Í thought, in this bed of tears. I felt the artist
Kiki Smith had captured the universal severing of women from their
female "standpoint."
In painting a woman without a mouth, I was revealing to myself a
female life unable to adequately voice the Feminine Self, which is always
a woman's truest voice.
T h e woman without hands spoke to me about a life severed from the
power to grasp one's deep life as woman, to hold onto ones inherent
power. O n e day that summer while browsing in a small shop, I happened upon an illustration of the Virgin Mary drawn in detail except
for one thing. She had no hands.
As I looked at the print, I realized that over the long course of church
history, Mary had been the closest thing Christianity had to an archetype
of the Feminine Divine. For many she filled the vacuum in the divine
image and came to represent the feminine "side." She was referred to as
Queen of Heaven, Lady All Holy, Sovereign Mistress of the World. 2 6
Yet at the same time Mary was portrayed as a humble, submissive,
untainted virgin, the lowliest of handmaids whose compliant response
was, "Let it be done to me according to your word," a response women
have mirrored in virtually every relationship in their lives.
In the Baptist tradition we'd prefaced most conversations about
Mary by saying, "She was just a womanemphasizing
her lesser place.
In fact, if the Christmas story hadn't been read once a year in the Baptist
churches I'd attended, it would have been easy to forget Jesus had a
mother at all.
In the shop that day, I remembered the one and only experience with
Mary I'd had as a child. I was spending the night at the home of a
Catholic family, and on the mantle in the guest bedroom was a porcelain statue of Mary. Standing upon a sliver of crescent moon, she was a
mystery that called up an inexplicable rush of feeling. Í experienced
what I suppose could be called the magnetic pull to the Feminine
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Divine. With a gesture of spontaneous adoration, I reached out and
touched her, whispering the only words for her Í knew: "Hail, Mary."
Later 1 questioned my veneration of the feminine figure. I felt as
though I'd eaten a forbidden fruit. 2 7
As the memory faded, I stared at the handless Mary in the picture.
The omission of her hands made me wonder: Was the handless Sue I'd
been drawing connected to the handless Mary? Did a wounded and diminished feminine life emerge in part from a wounded and diminished
Feminine Divine? Did reclaiming my feminine hands have something
to do with reclaiming a feminine divinity? It was a thought wildly new
to me. I could do nothing at the time but tuck it quietly away.
I simply went on doing the only things Í knew to do at this point in
my waking—acknowledge and express my feminine experience as best
as I could, mostly through art and journaling. And 1 went on saying it
out loud to Betty, who received it with the tender words, "I know, Sue.
All of us down deep know."

FACES OF DAUGHTERHOOD
O n e morning when summer had nearly burned itself out, I woke to the
sound of rain, t went to my study and sat before my sketches and paintings of the wounded female life—the handless, footless, mouthless
women. For months I'd been acknowledging my feminine wound, but
now Í felt a need to let it go or at least symbolize its going in a ritual of
foretelling.
W h e n the rain stopped, I burned the drawings one by one on the
patio then stared at the heap of cinder left behind. It was this sight—the
small lump of cinder and aftermath—that filled me suddenly with a
need to understand how the feminine wound had affected my life. What
sort of ash and fallout had it deposited? What patterns had it instilled?
I bent down and touched the cooled cinders, letting them move
through the sieve of my fingers, aware that the next part of my awakening
lay in probing those questions, going even deeper into the act of naming
myself. O r was it an unnaming I was about to take up? Sometimes you
have to uńname something before you can define it for yourself.
The morning after I burned my pictures marked a pivotal moment
in my unnaming. As I stood in the garden picking what was left of the
tomatoes, an awareness splintered into my thoughts: I am grown, ivith
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children of my own. But inside 1 am still a daughter. A daughter is a
woman who remains internally dependent, who does not shape her
identity and direction as a woman, but tends to accept the identity and
direction projected onto her. She tends to become the image of woman
that the cultural father idealizes.
My simple self-confession was a deceptively powerful one, for in
making it I took my first distinct, albeit tiny step away from identifying
myself as a dependent person. I began to observe myself as daughter instead of merely being one.
After that it became increasingly clear to me that much of the way I
lived and related as a woman and many of the female patterns in my life
were, in fact, hidden adaptations to the feminine wound. They were the
many faces of my daughterhood.
A wound to the psyche often causes the same response as a wound to
the body: compensation. For example, if you severely injure an ankle,
the connective tissue or fascia in that area will remold around the
trauma, trying to compensate for the damage. You may begin to walk a
little differently, to favor the other side ever so slightly, if this keeps up,
over time your posture will change. Whole new patterns of maintaining
your structure will emerge as bones, soft tissues, and tendons realign
themselves.
We respond to the feminine wound in a similar way—by making
subtle but in the long run profound postural shifts in the psyche. O u r
psyches begin to realign and remold to compensate for the damage,
usually favoring the "other side." For instance, if the feminine "ankle" is
crippled, we learn to shift our weight to the "standpoint" of strength.
That is, we compensate by identifying with and supporting male dominance. We becomc good daughters to the cultural father.
O n e of the more delicate phases in the waking process is accepting
how we've been complicit. Simone de Beauvoir pointed out, for instance, that women themselves condition their daughters to serve the
system of male primacy. If a daughter challenges it, the mother will generally defend the system rather than her daughter. 28 These mothers, victims themselves, have unwittingly becomc wounded wounders.
Women need to attack culture's oppression of women, for there truly
is a godlike socializing power that induces women to "buy in" or collude, but we also need to confront our own part in accepting male dom-

inance and take responsibility where appropriate. 1 knew I would have
to come to grips with how I'd bought into patriarchy. I would have to
look hard at mv own daughterhood.

Cultural Blueprints
Early that autumn, my husband and I traveled to New York, where we
visited an exhibition of Magrittes paintings, in one painting an ordinary-looking man in a suit was holding a brush and painting an actual
woman into existence in his living room. It was as if he were God and
she were Eve at the moment of creation. Almost completed, she stood
there waiting for the next stroke of creation.
Wait a minute, I thought. Just how is Everywomans life created?
How much of my life did I allow to be painted into existence by church,
culture, and male attitudes? Down deep, was my life as woman selfconceived and self-created as an original and unfolding work from my
own hands, or was it contrived according to hidden blueprints?
Carolyn Heilbrun has written about the "scripts" for womanhood that
are handed to women to live out, culturally defined scripts that are written in advance and passed to females from birth. 2 9 And historian Gerda
Lerner writes that men and women live on a stage, acting out their assigned roles. The play can't go on without both of them, she says, but

the stage set is conceived, painted and defined by men. Men have written the play, have directed the show, interpreted the meanings of the action. They have assigned themselves the
most interesting, the most heroic parts. 30
By blindly following the script, we tend to become what Ursula K.
Le Guin calls "male constructs" or, in Madonna Kolbenschlags words,
"formula females."^ 1 It is sort of like filling in a paint-by-number canvas, creating ourselves within the outline of stories, wishes, and mindsets projected onto us by a faith and culture that have been shaped and
regulated by men. By blindly following the script, we forfeit the power
to shape our own lives and identities.
I studied Magrittes painting. It all went back, of course, to Adam
and Eve, to the idea of woman being fashioned out of man or out of the
male rib. If woman was formed from man, in his image, to be his
helper, then her life and roles emerged from him and revolved around
him—or so said this mindset.
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Sandy moved on to the next painting, hue 1 remained. After a while
he came back. "What's so fascinating about this one?" he asked.
''I was just wondering, when it comes to my life, who holds the
brush?"
H e looked at the picture, then back at me.
1 hadn't said much to him about my awakening; I knew how uncomfortable, how resistant he might be. But standing in the middle of the
museum, I told him a little of what was happening to me, That 1 was
experiencing an awakening, that this awakening was spiritual, and that
it was feminist.
There was a long pause. That may have been the first time I used the
woíÁ. feminist out loud in relation to myself Along the way, I'd decided
that I cared passionately about the essence behind the word, that being
a feminist was nothing more than aligning myself with the cause of
equality and justice and fullness of personhood for women.
* Feminist?" he asked.
1 nodded.
"Well, I guess that will be okay," he said, sounding a little like he was
talking to a teenager who'd just asked to take the car out for the first
time. Sounding, too, like he was trying to convince himself. Then he
asked me where T wanted to go for dinner.
I felt like I'd been given some kind of permission I hadn't asked for
and then been dismissed. Right then I finally found the words to tell
him why I was fed up.
T h e more I talked, the angrier I got. People were starting to stare, so
we left and 1 got angry in the taxi, i railed about what hat! been done to
women. He got defensive. He railed back. At some point 1 realized he'd
become a target for my anger, an anger Í had kept tightly bottled. It
wasn't fair to him, and yet ï needed him to hear me. I wanted so badly
for him to understand, and I couldn't make it happen.
During awakening, volatility often lies just beneath the surface of a
woman's relationship with her partner. In our case it was created by hurt
and blaming on my part, fear and resistance on his. Mens resistance
often grows out of their fear—fear that everything is going to change,
that women's gain is their loss, that women will ''turn the tables on
them.* Men need to become aware, but blaming them doesn't help. It
only polarizes. Eventually I came to see that what's needed is to invite
men into our struggle, to make them part of our quest.

if Sandy and I had been more sensitive to what lay behind the other's
reaction, if we'd picked our time wisely and listened, realty listened to
the other, we may have avoided such scenes. But frankly, it may not be
possible to completely avoid the clash of feelings that accompanies powerful transitions. Sometimes the exchange may be calm and fruitful, but
often its a wild taxi ride.
Sandy and 1 made our peace, but it would be a while before I mentioned my journey again.
Flying home from New York, 1 thought about the painting. Ì thought
about it over and over. In that curious and exotic way that an unteacher" appears only when the student is ready, the Magritte painting
appeared and opened several revelations to me. First, our lives as women
are not always as self-created as we might assume. And second, once we
are caught in the pattern of creating ourselves from cultural blueprints, it
becomes a primary way of receiving validation. We become unknowingly bound up in a need to please the cultural father—the man holding
the brush—and live up to his images of what a woman should be and do.
We're rewarded when we do; life gets difficult when we don't.
Back home, I read these words by Jungian analyst Sylvia Perera:

What has been valued in the West in women has too often been defined only in relation to the
masculine: the good, nurturant mother and wife; the sweet, docile agreeable daughter-, the
gently supportive or bright achieving partner. This collective model is inadequate for life; we
mutilate, depoterrtiale. silence and enrage ourselves trying to compress our souls into it just
as surety as our grandmothers deformed their fully breathing bodies with corsets for the sake
of an ideal 32
Over the next few months I began to probe the feminine scripts that
had been imprinted on my life.

Gracious Lady
During a visit to my childhood home in Georgia, I bumped into a
school friend, and we relived the time during our adolescence when
we'd gone to charm school. It was laught by a dramatic woman we
called Miss Belle. It was her task to teach us the art of the female life.
This involved learning how to set a formal dinner table, use crystal salt
bowls instead of shakers, sit in a chair with ankles crossed, walk and
pivot in high heels—the beauty pageant walk, we called it. We learned
to pour tea, we learned the proper way to take off a summer glove, and
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wc learned a lot of things a lady would never say and do. We discovered
how to win hoys by letting them open the pickle jar, whether it was too

her girdle as an excuse. (Indeed, wearing a girdle is an interesting
metaphor of a w oman tightly controlled by conventional expectations.)

hard for us or not, and by asking boys questions we already knew the

Ic is not until she meets old Mrs. Threadgoode chat she begins to

answers to.
M y friend and Í recalled these things With a laugh. "I was at a lun-

question the stereotype she's living. N o Gracious Lady herself, Mrs.
Threadgoode dyes her hair lavender and tells Evelyn stories about a fire-

cheon once where the host actually used those crystal salt bowls, I told
her. "I got confused, thought they were sugar bowls, and spooned salt
into my iced tea. W h e n I saw what I'd done, you know die first thing

brand girl named Tawanda (actually Mrs. Threadgoode herself), who
never put on airs and who broke every social rule that confined her true
female self.

that came to my mind? Miss Belle."
"I know," my friend replied. ''She's been looking over our shoulders

Inspired, Evelyn discards the lace collars and the Gracious Lady constraints. We witness her ram a car that has stolen her parking place,
shouting, "Tawanda!"

our whole lives."
Later ï came u p o n Gloria Steinems oft-quoted line, "We are all
trained to be female impersonators," and I thought again about those

While I don't recommend ramming cars, in lots of ways the energy
of Tawanda is the cure for Gracious Ladies, those children of Miss Belle,

hours in charm school. 3 3
Learning to play the Gracious Lady had started way back there with

whose real selves are suffocating inside strictures of properness, charm,
sweetness, and social convention.

Miss Belle and probably even before her.
In the film Fried Green Tomatoes, Evelyn C o u c h lives out the Gra-

Church Handmaid

cious Lady, though she's a little too dowdy to pull it off in the manner of
crystal salt dishes and beauty pageant walks. Evelyn is a proper and passive w o m a n w h o is forever accommodating and being sweet, crying to

O n e afternoon during the same visit to my hometown, I drove by my

do the right thing and meticulously playing by the rules of culture.
In her perky curls and lace collars, she uses her girlish charm and
laughter to glide past life's unpleasantness. She visits her h u s b a n d s aunt
at the nursing home, bringing candy, and her smile hardly wavers when
the old w o m a n throws it and her out of the room. At the grocery store,
a young m a n runs into her, almost knocking her over, a n d she apologizes. W h e n a driver usurps a parking space she has been waiting for, she

O n impulse, I parked the car beside the church and found a side
door open. Maybe I was trying to understand why the question I'd asked
turned my hands into warm puddles. Maybe I was trying to recapture
an attachment to an old pattern of faith I could feel slipping away. To
shore it up. To pat it like a child pats a sand castle at the first hint of
tide.
Í entered the sanctuary, hoping it would purify my doubts, but all I
could seem to remember in there were sermons about the fatherhood of

courteously swallows back her anger and continues to circle the lot.
W h e n she makes a perfect meal for her husband, setting the table with
flowers, she sighs but acquiesces when he takes his place ш the chair before the television.
In one of the film's more hilarious moments, Kvelyn attends a women's
consciousness-raising group at the insistence of a friend who hopes it
will instill some power into Evelyn. 'The leader gives cach woman a mirror and tells them they are going to explore their femalencss, the source
of rheii strength and separateness—their vaginas, balling back in her
chair, shocked and flustered, Evelyn makes a nonoflending exit, offering

childhood church, speculating on a certain question: W h a t would happen if I brought feminism into my spiritual life?

God and the brotherhood of man and especially that devastating serm o n about Eve and the chalkboard with the downward-pointing arrows.
I wandered into the educational building, f o u n d a child's classroom,
and sat in one of those miniature chairs. My knees pushed up toward
my chin. I felt like Goldilocks in the chair that was 100 small.
I thought how I'd started out in a nursery down the hall. My grandfather and father were both Baptist deacons. My mother taught children
Sunday school and headed the social committee, making sure there
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were platters of food for all our fellowships. My grandmother had given
devotionals at the Women's Missionary Union. Growing up, I'd attended this church three times a week for services.
I think sometimes г childhood place can lean so heavily on your
growing up that later, when you are grown, you find it has become part
of your internal geography. This church was such a piace. But it came to
me suddenly and without question that I must leave the Baptist world. I
sat still on the little chair and breathed in and out very slowly, taking
this in.
A goldfish bowl sat on a piano across the room, it was empty of fish
and water, but I saw almost immediately the metaphor it represented.
For so long the Baptist world had been both my goldfish bowl and the
water I swam in. I'd come to think of it as the whole realm. I'd grown
used to seeing everything through that water. It had never occurred to
me that it was possible to leave. At a deep level, i'd not known I could
make such a large choice.
It sounds silly, but at the time leaving this realm seemed as daunting
to me as leaving the goldfish tank might have seemed to a goldfish. I
wondered if I could survive outside the safe perimeters I knew so well.
And I was not even thinking at that point about taking my leave from
the entire church. I wasn't yet thinking about learning how to breathe in
brand new spiritual environs, in a feminine realm where the old breathing mechanisms don't work at all.
Despite the growing disenchantment women experience in the early
stages of awakening, the idea of existing beyond the patriarchal institution of faith, of withdrawing our external projection of God onto the
church, is almost always unfathomable. It's that old the-world-is-flat
conviction, where wc believe that if we sail out on the spiritual ocean
beyond a certain point we will fall off the edge of the known world into
a void. We think there's nothing beyond the edge. No real spirituality,
no salvation, no community, no divine substance. We cannot see that
the voyage will lead us to whole new continents of depth and meaning.
That if we keep going, we might even come full circle, but with a whole
new consciousness.
Operating with the world-is-fiat mentality, I was only thinking at
that moment of going over to the Episcopal Church, which seemed to
me to be a much larger fish tank.
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I tried to picture myself explaining to my husband, my family, my
friends that I was exiting the Baptist Church. It was way too much for
the imagination. Not remotely possible, i got up from the t o o - s m a l l
chair and left.
The following Sunday, home again, I returned to my own church.
The deacons sat together on the front pews. Ail of them, I noticed, were
men. The ministers—three more men—sat in huge chairs up front. I
looked from one stained glass window to another. Most of the figures
were men.
As the service began, I became acutely aware that every hymn and
biblical passage used only masculine pronouns, as if that was all there
was. Until then 1 had accepted that when it said men and brotherhood,
that somehow meant me> too. But now, in a place much deeper than my
head, I didn't feel included at all.
1 realized that lacking the feminine, the language had communicated
to me in subtle ways that women were nonentities, that women counted
mostly as they related to men.
Until that moment I'd had no idea just how important language is in
forming our lives. What happens to a female when all her life she hears
sacred language indirectly, filtered through male terms? What goes on
deep inside her when decade after decade she must translate from male
experience into female experience and then apply the message to
herself? What docs the experience imprint inside her? Does it keep exclusive maleness functioning inside her, at least at the level of experience
and symbol?
Sitting there, I thought of all the times I'd listened to ministers and
Sunday school teachers extol the virtues of women who were subject to
men, extensions of men, helpmates to men—women who lived as pale
shadows of their true selves.
"Women have not only been educationally deprived throughout historical time in every known society, they have been excluded from theory formation! 1 ' Lerner writes in The Creation of Patriarchy}* That is,
we've been excluded from creating symbol and myth, from the meaning-making process that explains and interprets reality.
This has been particularly true within the church. There women
have reigned in the nurseries and the social halls but have been mostly
absent from pulpits and places where theology, policy, and spiritual
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meaning are forged. Within the church, women have been more apt to
polish the brass, arrange the flowers, put cookies on a plate, clean up,
keep the nursery, be led, pass the credit, look pretty, and be supportive,
in other words, women have frequently functioned more as church
handmaids than religious meaning makers or symbol creators.
T h e Church Handmaid is a woman who tries to be a Good Daughter to the Church, trying to be everything it wants and expects her to
be. Throughout my life I'd done this without question.
Now, sitring in church, I was full of questions. W h y was God always
the God of Abraham, never the God of Sarah? Why was it often impossible, rare, or difficult for a woman to hold real power in the church?
Women had been the largest consumers of church, yet we'd held a vastly
disproportionate amount of power compared to our numbers and commitment there. W h y had my father always chaired the finance committee and my mother the social committee, even though my mother could
manage household budgets and figures with the acumen of an accountant?
T h e congregation stood to sing. Unbelievably, as if all the irony in
the world were crashing down at once, the hymn was "Faith of O u r Fathers," I tried to sing, but I could not open my mouth. It was as if something had given way in my chest. I lowered the hymnbook and sat back
down. I was fighting tears.
Sandy bent down and nudged me. "Are you okay?" he whispered. I
nodded, but inside I felt too heavy to move. Until that moment I hadn't
fully understood. I was in a religion that celebrated fatherhood and sonship. I was in an institution created hy men and for men.
By the time I got home 1 felt disbelief that I'd not seen all this before—
that the church, my church, was not just a part of the male-dominant system ï was waking up to, but a prime legitimi/er of it.
I was too dazed to be angry. Mostly I felt disillusioned, sad, berrayed.
I stood in front of the closet in the bedroom hanging up my dress,
thinking, But women have been so loyal to the church, so supportive.
How could it negate and exclude us this way? How had this happened?
That afternoon I opened a book I'd recently brought home, Simone
de Beauvoir's The Second Sex. I read all afternoon. ï read how religion
had given authority to men. As de Beauvoir put it, religion had given
men a God like themselves—a God exclusively male in imagery, which
legitimized and sealed their power. How fortunare for men, she said,

that their sovereign authority has been vested in them by the Supreme
Being.
That night I couldn't sleep. I slipped out of bed and went to my study.
I stood by the window, looking out at the night. T h e tears I'd suppressed that morning in church finally rolled down my face.

The Secondary Partner
I woke one morning and looked over at Sandy, still asleep on the pillow
beside me. We had been married for nineteen years.
Í thought about those years when Í was a young wife starting my
family, how the newly launched women's movement blew by me with
hardly a rustle. Instead of meeting with a consciousness-raising group, 1
attended marriage and family programs at church. There 1 learned
worthwhile things like communication skills, but I also learned a model
of relating that unwittingly promoted women's psychological dependence on men and male authority. Women's personal journeys, goals,
and quests were encouraged only to the extent that they didn't interfere
with those of husband or children. A woman's surrender of herself on
behalf of the rest of the family was (and often still is) extolled as the
highest virtue.
In the world where I'd grown up, marriage for women had meant revolving around men like planets around the sun. As everyone knows,
planets don't question their orbits; they just revolve. An enormous gravitational pulí holds a woman in this orbit; it comes from finding approval and a sense of identity in her orbit, since finding these things
within her feminine self is difficult in a culture where attitudes and conditioning are ranged against her.
I leaned up on my elbow and studied the tilt of Sandys nose. In some
way we did operate as if the husband's life was the sun while the wife's
was the revolving planet. Г began to wonder how a woman defies gravity
and changes heavenly courses. What would happen if Í actually brought
feminism into my marriage?
N o t rhat Sandy was a dogmatically rigid or authoritarian person.
H e d never demanded that I should "submit" to him. On the contrary,
he Wils kind and fun and loving and shared decision making with me.
His resistance to my journey (which he didn't verbalize so much as I intuited) came from his own fears about how that would change our relationship. 1 wasn't sure, but 1 did know one thing—introducing feminism
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into the orbits of our life would make me about as popular with my
husband as Galileo and Copernicus had been with the Catholic Church.
Bringing feminism into my marriage would turn our little universe on
its head.
Gazing at him, I realized that the model of the revolving wife was an
old model of marriage we'd both inherited—one in which the wife
holds a key, though secondary, position. It was the model of the Secondary Partner.
In the model of the Secondary Partner, the woman may run things at
home and have her career, her pursuits, and her quests, but there is a
gradation of power in the relationship. As Jungian analyst June Singer
points out, when a girl is growing up, it is not taken for granted, as it is
with boys, that her life and needs will be primary, that she will have access to places of authority and power like her brothers or father. W h a t is
taken for granted is that she will find her main source of fulfillment
through her husband and family, that she will be secondary to them.5-5
A man assumes certain entitlements simply because he's male. For
instance, Sandy was entitled to go and come in the world as he pleased.
If he had a business trip, he simply went, no questions asked. And lots
of times I packed the bag. But if I should have a writers conference or a
speaking engagement, it was a big deal, something that needed to be
discussed. H o w long would I be gone? Could he manage the children
without me? What about meals? How many times a day is the dog fed?
At times like those I felt a nebulous guilt for pursuing my own life.
When a woman lives out the Secondary Partner, she tends to believe,
not so much consciously but deep inside, that she is there to be of service to her partner. She might become his inspiration, investing herself
in his creativity and work rather than her own. She may become the
"woman behind the man," the hostess who initiates dinner parties for
his associates, the one who makes sure his clients get Christmas cards.
In the extreme she may become completely deferential and adaptable
where he's concerned, shaping herself to his opinions, beliefs, and wishes
or, as a friend of mine says, "being wax to his flame."
While 1 didn't go quite that far, I realized that I did often look to
Sandy for identity, approval, and validation. I depended on this the way
he depended on my being in the self-sacrificingrole.
Another film comes to mind, this one portraying a forty-two-yearold London housewife who is living the Secondary Partner to such a de-
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gree it has taken on the overtones of parody. Shirley Valentine opens
with the soundtrack singing, "I'd like the chance to be the girl who used
to be me." T h e recurring question in the film is: What happened to
Shirley Valentine? Shirley Valentine was her maiden name, the name
she had when she lived from her own center, when she was daring and
stuffed full of passion for life. Her quest is to recover her essential self,
her Shirley Valentine self.
With her children grown and her marriage settled into deep, deadening ruts, her existence is like modeling clay, stretching and molding itself to her husband s life. He wants chips and eggs on Monday, steak on
Thursday. H e wants his wife always nearby to meet his needs but not
coo intrusive; she should be just there, available and useful like an umbrella in its stand.
W h e n Shirley gets a chance to go to Greece with a friend, she seizes
the trip as part of her quest, though her husband forbids her to leave.
O n e night sitting beside the Greek shore, Shirley thinks to herself, "I've
allowed myself to lead this little life when inside me there is so much
m o r e . . . . That's where Shirley Valentine disappeared to. She got lost in
all this unused life."
She meets Costas, a fun-loving Greek restaurant owner who takes
her out on a boat. She tells him that when she was a girl—when she was
Shirley Valentine—she used to be daring. She used to jump off the roof.
Encouraged by Costas, she begins to recover this lost self as the two of
them jump off the boat into water that, he tells her, is as deep as forever.
When the vacation is over, Shirley stays on, working in Costass
restaurant, waking up with the sea outside her window, soaking up life
in the tiny, sun-drenched village, learning to laugh and dare again, and
gradually reclaiming herself, She blossoms, ignoring all her husbands
angry orders tu coinè home.
My favorite scene is when her husband arrives in Grcece in order to
try to reconcile their lives. She waits for him at a table by the sea, watching him trudge up the hill. Lie passes her, then turns back. "1 didn't recognise you," he said.
"I know," she tells him. "I used to be the mother. I used to be the
wife. Bur now I'm Shirley Valentine."
T h a t morning as I lay in bed watching my husband sleep, I yearned
to transform the model of our marriage, to find my unused life, which is
the work a Secondary Partner will need to do. I needed to find the
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woman I'd left behind and to challenge the conventional orbits of my
relationship. But if J did all that, what would happen to my marriage?
Could it sustain thatsort of transformation? I had my qualms about it.

The Many-Breasted Mother
Another blueprint given to women, the Many-Breasted Mother, is one
of the more revered. The image came to me as ï watched a peculiar sight
on the television news, an overwhelmed mother dog nursing a small lifter of newborn kittens along with her own brood of pups. T h e kittens
had been brought to her when their mother died. T h e mother dog lay
sprawled on her side overrun with mouths, some that naturally belonged to her and some that didn't. "Poor thing, all she seems to do all
day long is nurse something," said the owner.
Women have been encouraged to embrace the all-nurturing (manybreasted) roie of womanhood as the jewel in the female crown. And
while mothering can be a deeply beautiful role, it can also become distorted by self-negation. T h e Many-Breasted Mother ends up caring for
an array of children, including projects, needs, groups, and persons,
that may noc even belong at her breast.
I remembered a verse I'd scrawled once when my children were small
and I was feeling engulfed by the role of mother:

Priestess of dutiful sacrament.
You knead your soul into bread.
You serve it on a silver tray,
Bright morsels for your familytoeat.
Aren't you hungry too?
Even as my children grew and became teens, many times my role as
nurturer allowed the very essence of my life to be overrun and eaten
away. Sadly, 1 know women who keep doing this even after their children have grown and left home.
When my Many-Breasted Mother really kicked in, L even found myself taking care of my husband. I would be sure he ate well, encourage
hiin to exercise, make sure he had a shirt ironed for his meeting, table
my issues to soothe his bad mood.
Women have been trained to be deeply relational creatures with "permeable boundaries," which make us vulnerable to the needs of others. 3 6

This permeability, this compelling need to connect, is one of our greatest gifts, but without balance it can mean living out the role of the servant who nurtures at the cost of herself.
Referring to this feminine script in her essay "Professions for Women, '
Virginia Woolf describes the syndrome and offers a drastic remedy:

She was intensely sympathetic. She was immensely charming. She was utterly unselfish.
She excelled in the difficult arts of family life. She sacrificed herself daily. If there was
chicken, she took the leg: if there was a draft she sat m it—in short she was so constituted
that she never had a mind or wish of her own, but preferred to sympathize always with the
minds and wishes of others.. . I did my best to kill her. My excuse, if t were to be had up in
a court of law, would be that t acted in self-defense. Had I not killed her, she would have
killed me. 37
At the very least we need to disempower this part of ourselves, to relieve ourselves of the internal drive to forfeit our souls as food for others.

The Favored Daughter
O n e of the more uncomfortable discoveries I made about myself during
this time was a need to prove myself to the father-world—my own
father, the cultural father, the church father. T h e powerful male presence. I began to rccognize how important it was to me that he be aware
of my accomplishments. T h e need surfaced from a deep place in my
feminine wound.
I'd grown up the firstborn in a field of bright, athletic brothers, unconsciously trying to convince everyone that being a girl was every bit as
worthy. Certainly no one ever said to me that girlhood was less valuable.
[ simply picked it up by virtue of being female on the planet. And I set
out to prove it wrong. I tried through a blaze of achievement: As on the
report card, school honors, .swimming trophies, cheerleadiug trophies,
church awards. I did it through compliance. I did it by being everything
I imagined a good girl should be.
It had been a core pattern of my life, this attempt to be a Favored
Daughter.;
Favored Daughters are women who, carrying the wound of feminine
inferiority, try to make up for it by seeking the blessing of the cultural
father. Through accomplishments and perfectionism we hope to atone
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for the "original sin" of being born female. We are hoping chat Father
God will finally see our worth.
Even as an adult woman, I'd set up perfectionist standards, which
kept me striving. I pursued a thin body, happy children, an impressive
speech, and a perfectly written article with determination to succeed,
but also with an internal voice that led me to feel whatever I did wasn't
quite enough. I worried about not measuring up.
Herein lies the torment of it: Favored Daughters strive for their worth,
piling up external validations, but inside they are most often plagued by
self-doubt, wondering if their work or their efforts are good enough.
I met a Favored Daughter at a conference in Atlanta. A successful
businesswoman, she told me her story one afternoon over coffee. "All
my life I've been internally driven to succeed at things," she said, "even
things that don't matter all that much. Í had to be a star at everything.
W h e n I finally asked myself why, what came to me was the time my
father took me to a Braves baseball game.
"I got the chance only because my brother was sick that day. I was a
daydreamy girl who didn't care much for baseball, but I tried to like it to
make my father happy. He loved the game almost irrationally. And he
ioved my brother the same way, I think, becausc he was a boy. M y father
loved me, too, but he didn't value me the way he did my brother. I always had the feeling that if I'd been a boy, he would have loved me in
that same irrational way."
Suddenly her eyes grew teary. She said, "That day at the ballpark I
was looking up at the sky counting the clouds, which was this thing I
did. And here comes a foul ball flying into the stands, landing right at
my feet.
"I was so lost in die clouds I didn't hear my father shouting at me to
pick up the ball. By the time I realized what was happening, someone
else had grabbed it. W h a t I remember most is my father's reaction. He
said, 'Geez, you girls. You think your brother would have lost the ball
like that?'
"I've spent my whole life since trying hard not to drop the bail, trying to make it up to my father for being nothing but a girl, hoping I
could finally get him to prize me like he did my brother. T h e crazy thing
is, I have this nineteen-page résumé, b u t still there's a voice inside telling
me I'm going to mess up."

I didn't know what to say to her except that I understood, that undoubtedly we were looking for validation in the wrong place. That we
needed co quit trying and go recover the primacy of our feminine souls.
Then maybe our sense of worth and confidence as women in the world
would flow to us fiilly and naturally.
I've met so many of these women, heard so many stories like this.
They are ail different, and yet they are all the same. In every one the
woman is sitting in the bleacher (or the pew, the school desk, wherever)
just being her girl-self when the moment of truth descends kerplunk! at
her feet—that in this family, this church, this culture, female is the lessprized gender. She starts to feel that her gender has somehow "dropped
the ball." And without even being aware of what she's doing, she may
try to make up for it by going through life crying to win love, validation, and esteem from the father-world.

The Silent Woman
Throughout all this unnaming Í was doing, I kept thinking back to the
sketches I'd drawn of the mouthless woman. I knew they were attempts
to capture the pattern of the Silent Woman in myself.
I began to reflect on the ways I'd withheld my opinions, muzzled disconcerting truths, refrained from expressing my true feelings, squelched
my riskier ideas, or thwarted my creativity. W h e n I did that, I was living
out the script of the Silent Woman. Being a Silent Woman is not about
being quiet and reticent, it's about stifling our truth. O u r real truth.
I wondered, Had silence encroached as I internalized the message of
inferiority? Had I learned that silence was a safe place?
Some of the scripting concerning silence has come from the church,
from Bible verses like this one: ''Let a woman learn in silence, with all
submissiveness" (I Timothy 2:11, Rsv). We may not claim this verse as
a guiding principle, but it's there inside us nonetheless.
Overall, women's voices have not been encouraged unless they spoke
as mouthpieces for the party line. Quiet ladies who held their tongues
were loved and lauded. Uppity, pioneering women who spoke their
minds and said bold things were attacked and sanctioned. "And that
plays into our greatest fear, which is going against convention and having love and approval taken away," says writer Erica Jong. 3 8
Very often silence becomes the female drug of choice.
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I grew aware that while I spoke a lot, much of the time my deepest
words, my outrage, the voice of my feminine soul, were silent. For the
first time I began to feel the confinement of my creative voice. There
were things I wanted to say, needed to say, yet they didn't lie within the
boundaries of "Christian writing." In Gail Godwins novel, A Southern
Family, one of her characters, a writer, wonders if she writes "to satisfy
the tastes of the culture that shaped m e . " ^ Now I wondered, Had 1?
Where had I hedged, pulled back, or diluted my truth?
As I reflected on these questions, I stumbled by chance upon the
Greek myth of Philomela. It is the story behind the Silent Woman, and
it goes like this: While traveling to see her sister, Philomela was raped by
her brother-in-law, Tereus. Outraged, she threatened to tell her sister
and the world what he'd done to her. H e responded by cutting out her
tongue and banishing her to a guarded tower where she was forced to
live in silence.
Eventually, though, she seemed to know that if she continued to be
silent she would die. So Philomela began to weave a series of tapestries
that became her voice and told her story. She then enlisted an old
woman to take them to her sister, who came and liberated her.
T h e myth is about the loss of women's voices. It suggests that the
source of female silence is the rape of the feminine—the devaluation
and violation of femaleness. It suggests that when women protest this
violation, their voices arc frequently squelched through ridicule, sanction, and fear of reprisal. In the public arena, at church, work, and
home, women's tongues are often silenced when we dare to speak our
anger, truths, and visions.
In 1993 the Councils of Churches in theTwin Cities and Minnesota
sponsored a Re-imagining Conference. I didn't attend but I read about
the multiplicity of women's voices that were raised there expressing
women's truths, imagining bold feminine images of God, and presenting new challenges to the church. I also read dozens of editorials and
letters to denominational papers by church traditionalists who reacted
to these voices by castigating, repudiating, and calling for denunciation,
full-scale church inquiries, and resignations.
Poet Muriel Rukeyser writes, "What would happen if one woman
told the truth about her life? / The world would split open." 4 0
Today the world is starting to split open with women's truths. The
fear of voicing ourselves still runs deep, but women are still weaving

their truths into a tapestry uf stories and sending them out into the
world.
In the end, speaking out would become the eure for my feminine
silence. It would not necessarily banish my fear and reluctance, but I
would learn to voice my soul in spite of it. To speak as if my life depended on it.

FORMING A FEMINIST CRITIQUE
By now more than a year had passed since my dream of giving birth to
myself. I went about my routine—writing, being mother to my teenaged
children, seeing friends, jogging, reading a lot, painting a litde, serving
on an occasional committee, going methodically to church, and, through
it all, keeping my awakening mostly secret.
Part of it was because I was afraid of the response I might get. But secluding my experience during that early period was both cowardly and
wise. Some things are too fragile, too vulnerable to bring into the public
eye. Tender things with tiny roots tend to wither in the glare of public
scrutiny. By holding my awakening within, I contained the energy of it,
and it fed me the way blood feeds muscle. It fed me a certain propelling
energy, and I kept moving forward.
I had finally told myself the truth about the presence of the feminine
wound and the way I'd adapted to it. Now I began to tell myself the
rruth abour how this wound came to be inflicted. I began to form what
I called my feminist critique.
Forming a critique is essential to the birth and development of a spiritual feminist consciousness. Until a woman is willing to set aside her
unquestioned loyalty and look critically at the tradition and convention
of her faith, her awakening will never fully emerge. T h e extent of her
healing, autonomy, and power is related to the depth of the critique she
is able to integrate into her life.
As I formed my critique, I came face to face with a system of social
governance, a vast complex of patterns and attitudes within culture, religion, and family. T h e name of the system is patriarchy. It's important
tö emphasize that patriarchy is neither men nor the masculine principle;
it is rather a system in which that principle has become distorted.
T h e word patriarchy comes from the Greek word pater, which means
father, and archein, which means rule. It has come to mean a way of

